l;
b)

c)

/

There are "badgers on his land".
TB from the badgers are "devas
countrvside".
!-a.-.4-^r^-His son-in-law came down with
The number of cows killed by TB rose from fewer than 6,000 in
'
1998 to 34,000 in 2011. '/
Dave says that farmers only want to kill the badgers that have TB.

3
A1
./
a) Dave has had "regular cases of TB in his herd". r'
His son-in-law came down with TB. ,,/
b)
c)

His neighbours have recently gone out of business.
We know that TB in cattle has got worse over the years as "ln
1998, fewer than 6,000 cows were killed because they had TB. ln
2011, the figure rose to 34,000". ,,/
Dave thinks the problem has got worse as badgers_have "no
natural predators" and they are not allowed toSrKilled.

+
A1

a)

b)
c)

Badgers affected Dave by spreading TB around his cows and
therefore his cows died because of the disease, vl
Badgers are now on his land
\/
Dave didn't want to give his real name because he's scared that
animal activists might hunt him down because he agrees *ry
killing badgers.
ln 1998, fewer than 6,000 cows were killed because they had TB.
By 20111 the figure had risen to 34,000. ,r/
The problem has got worse because badgers are now protected
and farmers are not allowed to shoot thy. Dave thinks their
numbers are now "out of control". \,/
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A2
Dave's family works an exhaustingl4 hour dry, 7 days a week to
look after their
Farmers
they are getting less money now.
Farmers have to deal with bad weather and it has been too wet to
graze the cows
Because the cows can't graze outside more money has had to be
spent on food supplies and the price of grayxlfas increased,
t/
making it hard for

herd.
ge@

outside.

\,/

\,/

farmers.

3

l'rn"
.
.
.
o

frr".

price of milk paid to farmers has been slashed by 4p
!t's been too wet to graze cows outside because the weather has
t/
been bad.
The increased price of grain has hit farmers hard. t-/
Farmers have gone out of business - Britain has lost 40 per cent
of its dairy herds. ,./
Dave's son-in-law has got TB. 4

A2

o

.
o
.
.

Dave's family works and exhausting fouftegffir day, seven
days a week to look after their herd.
The price of milk paid to farmers has been slashed N 4p a litre
\'/
this year so they make less money.
The weather has been bad and it's been too wgl.to graze the
\'/
cows outside.
The price of grain to fqocl-animals has increased and this has hit
\'/
farmers hard.
Britain has lost 40 per cent of its dairy farms over the Iast ten

years. ,r/
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fne way the leaflet tries to persuade people to join their campaign

I is giving a story to the reader and using statistics and bold words,
"slaughter"uald "say no to killing badgers". They talk about whgt,1
the public do to help and howyou can help rr if you wantto hel$r'/
They also add a sympathy story. Also they add pictures which the
reader will see and have sympathy for the cull of badger=./ttr"
campaign also says "We must unite together to fight this". That
sentences is aiming it at the rea!;i as if they are talking to you as
an individual.
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The Ieaflet tries to persuade readers to join the campaign
against the badgers by showing pictures of badgers which
makes the reader feel sympqth on badgers. (*"r")
The writer uses good words which stand out, "Stop the
Slaughter" which create an attention to the reader when they
y'
read it. 'slaughtei is a powerfu! word to use.
The leaflet gives other people's th
badgers (from David Attenboroug
The article gives an example abou
The article says there is no evidence that killing badgers would
reduce TB in cattle. ,,/ (-*ta erg"..A)
The leaflet also has a big bold heading to catch our attention.
They also include us into the article by saying "your". I (nt"ttl)
At the end they talk about people give money willingly because
they ca.reJ,This makes readers think more about joining the
Gampargn.
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A3
The campaign 'Save the Badger' tries to persuade its readers to
join in many ways. It starts off by telling you what they are trying to
achieve. "Save the Badger campaigns against cutting, trapping, ,,/
snaring, baiting or any other forms of persecution of badgers" it
(WAG) wants to
Jtalfs about how the Welsh Assembly Government
?'slaughter' badgers in parts of Wales. They talk about how they
have evidence from scientists that say culling badge-rs will not
reduce the problems but might make them *or"".'fhey have won
many court cases/They also managed to convince the WAG to halt
the cull. The leaflet has a quote from Sir David Attenborough
saying that "The evidence is that aladger cul! on a huge scalewill
not solve cattte farmers' problemf filling badgers is not the
answer". ln other areas of Britain they have not been affected by
TB. F91r example, Scotland has no cull and they do not suffer from
TB.'fiowever, there are no badgers in Anglesey but they do suffer

from TB.
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To get the readers' aftention, the leaflet has a big bold title and two
pictures of the 'Save the Badgei logo on either side. Also by just
(na(e . I scanning the leaflet you can see words in bold like'slaughter'
Sry: Iwhich would make you read the sentence. Also, to getthe reader
on the'Save the Badgei side they have put in a quote from a very
trusted animal expert, Sir David Attenborough.t'n ni" short text he
says killing badgers on a large scale would not solve the problem.
Because he's saying that and he's trupted, many people would
begin to support 'Save the Badg et {tflSughout the text they keep
saying that killing badgers is not the answe r.6ecause they say it
so many times, the-readers may also begin to believe it
subconsciously.vihey include things like how scientists believe
that killing badgers would not stop the problemfnd again because
they are trusted peoplerthe reader would begin to support the
cause more and morYlt the end they have a picture of them
protesting outside the Welsh Assembly and finily'dlith "Say No To
Killing Badgers" in bold just to persuade the reader one last time.
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A3.
The 'Save the Badgei leaflet uses many different ways to persuade
the reader to join in the campaign against the badger cull. Firstly,
in the first sentence the writer listgfffi different ways that badgers
get treated, "culling, trapping, snaring, baiting". This is important
in persuading the reader because it shows the terrible ways theT .
badgers are treated and it makes people sympathise for themY Jcs
Secondly, the article uses the word 'slaughter/saying this word
would be "more accurate" in describing houlthey plan to control
the badgers. The use of 'slaughtei, which is put in bold, is very
powerful bg,zfise it is a terrible word that creates a disturbing
image for the reader.
Thirdly they say that "scientific studies" have proven that culling
the badgers wguld be of "little help" in reducing the badger
population.t'ni" is a smart and good way to persuade the reader
y'
because it will make the reader believe that it's true.
Next, another way the article tries to persuade the reader is there is
a quote saying that badger culls on a huge scale "will not solve"
the problem for farmers.{t tn"n goes on to say that "killing
badgers is not the answer". This is an expert opinion by Sir David
Attenborough.r,Edause of who is saying this, everyone wil! agree.
Everyone has heard of Aftenborough and knows how smart he is
about animals and wildlife. oK
Furthermore, it says that it could "exterminate every badger in the
UK". This will persuade people becaug,/the thought of an animal
v
being wiped out is a chilling reality.
Another way this article tries to persuade the reader is that it says
there was a cull in lreland towards bTdgers to stop TB. However,
"TB stil! remains a major problem"IThis shows that the cull is
perhaps pointless because it have proven to be flawed and not
work. They are now trying an alternative.
Overall, this leaflet uses many different ways to try and persuade
the reader, including expert opinion ahd emotive words.
C-,oJt
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A3.
The 'Save the

Badgei leaflet persuades the reader. The title 'Save

the Badger' is an imperative. leives orders to the readers, telling
them to join in the campaign.vThis makes the reader want to read
to see what the protest is all about.
The leaflet says we should stand up against "culling, trapping,
snaring, baiting" which shows al! the horrible ways;ffi hurt the
badgers. The words in the list are powerful and emotional to grab
the readers' attention. The leaflet also says that "slaught"!'
^^y
be a better word for the killing. The word is in bold whicKdraws
the people in. Also, the word 'slau
emotional word for the reader. lt s
through, as if they were wiped out I
It gives a scientific opinion, "cullin
gives the reader a better piece of k
given from an intelligent scientist. This persuades the reader more
as they believe what the Ieaflet is saying.Hfthe leaflet, Sir David
Attenborough says "Killing badgers is not the answer". This gives
a more valid opinion on the leaflet because they have evidence of
an expert saying it should be stopped. To back this up it gives
,/
examples where TB is found, even where there are no badgers./
"There are no badgers on the island of Anglesey by they have TB'?
The leaflet also says the badgers might be "completely wiped out".
This suggests that they would kill all of them to extinction. This
would persuade the reader who would not like to see these t /
innocent animals disappear for ever.
It repeats "we need". This repetition persgades the reader to help
because the leaflet is pleading for help.Yi also says "you". This is
a personal pronoun which makes the reader more involved in the
with the organisation because it is asking for
story and sympathise
'
t/
you to join in.
At the end it says, "Say No To Killing Badgers!" This is in capital
letters and has an exclamation mark at the end. Like the start, it
persuades because it's giving orders and)rllftng readers to not
t/
allow the slaughter of the badgers .
The picture says "Save the badger, Cymru Stop the Slaughter" and
this persuades because 'slaughter' is a powerful word that could
impact on the reader. It shows a badger's face on it and this and
the picture of the badger in thewild shows a cute and inno..Y

animal that is going to be degtroyed for no reason. This makes
readers feel sympathetic . "/
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against TB is very expensive and
cows.vVaccinating badgers is going
e to catch them and have to
r four years. /
What scientists say about how to reduce the spread of TB is that
badgers have become a problem since 1992 when it was illegal to
kill them. "6fince then the badger population has grown a lot and TB
in cows has increased dramatically.
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A4
'Save the Badger thinks that vaccinating cattle and badgers is a
more effective way of getting rid of TB in cattle tor gooa,Lb-ut ttre
internet article says that vaccinating badgers is extremely diffic ult
because each badger needs to be caught in a cage and vaccinated
every year for four years, and that is a very expensiveYf,eration.
Reducing the spread of TB can be effective but killing off all the
badgers isn't effective because it will cause more problems than
first thought.
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ln the first article'We must not ignore the plight of our farmers'
they express that science is very much on the side of culling
badgers.'fo*erer, 'Save the Badgei thinks that qvery scientist
is againstculling as itwould do no g"6. ln mymind I
^To.-Tinvolved
focus 1|ttrinf the article is more reliable as they say "TB was under control
'in the 1970s and 1980s and has only become a problem since 1gg2
when it was illegal to kill badgers".vfhe article also thinks
vaccinating badgers would be difficult because you have to do it
every year for fouffiars. However, 'Save the Badger' say they
"strongly believe" i n vaccinatioty--
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What the two texts sav about vaccinatinq badqers
The article says that vaccinating badgers and cattle is ineffectiu.(
Firstly it states that giving vaccinations to badgers is "incredibly
difficult'Lb'dause each badger has to be caught in a cage and
"needs to be vaccinated once every-year for four years. Therefore
it's a "very expensive operaUonfhe leaflet barely mentions
vaccines although it does say that it "strongly believes" in the
vaccination of badgers. ,./
What scientists sav about how to reduce the spread of TB
ln the'Save the Badger' leaflet, scientists have said that "culling
would be of liftle help in reducing the disease and could actually
make things worse in some areas".vf6e leaflet also says that
"nearly every scientist" thinks you could "exterminate every
article however,
badger" but there would sti!! be TB in
"o*".,{fr-"
makes almost no reference to scientists, only about a farmer who
thinks badgers should be shot, but it does say "science is on the
side of culling badgers". /
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A4
ln the internet article, they tell us tha!giving badgers thevaccinations would be too difficuftvfrd too expensiu"fnathey tel!
in the teaflet'Save
us that there isn't even a vaccine for
"o*C6rt
the Badgei they say that vaccination could be more effective at
getting rid of TB in cattle for good. They say they "strongly
believe" in vaccinations.4he article gives more of an opinion. lt
makes the government soundlazy and careless, whereas the leaflet
J
) has scientific evidence.
ln the article they sqy that "science is very much on the side of
culling badgers".4hey then go on to give numbers and statistics
to show the increase of TB in the past 13 years since they couldn't
shoot badgersfln tt Ieaflet, they actually use a powerfut quote
"
that "killing is not the answer".vfhey
from Sir David Attenborough
give a lot of scientific evidence that culling "could actually make
-/
things worse in some areas".
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A4
In the article, 'We must not ignore the plight of our farmers', it says
that vaccinations are unpredictable as there "is no suitable vaccine
for cows'r'ltis difficult to vac c|perc the badgers because each
badger needs to be "caught in a cage" and "vaccinated...every year
for four years". They say this would make it an "expensive/

v

operation".

ln the 'Save the Badger' Ieaflet, it says they "strongly believe" i!,/
the vaccination of badgers along with "increased levels of testitg"
and "stricter controls on the movement of cattle".
idea of vaccinations because it would
ctical but the leaflet promotes the
that testing on cows and restricting
al friendly way to do things.
ln the internet article it says that science supports culling badgerT
as it says that when this was allowed "TB was under control". lt's
only since it's been made illegal, since 1992 that TB has become a
problemlii
that since the population of badgers has
=rggests
"grown considerably" that TB in cows has "increased
dramatically".
However, in the 'Save the Badger' leaflet, it says that "nearly every
scientist" researching the problem is "convinced" that if eve4g
badger was killed, it would still "not get rid of TB in cows".rsome
scientists also think uninfected badgers could be "completely
wiped out'{Even Sir David Attenborough believes "a badger cull
on a huge scale will not solve farmers' problem s". t/
The article says that scientists think culling would help reduce TB
in cows, whereas in the leaflet all the scientists say it would do no
good.
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